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A system for the recognition of static hand
gestures is developed. Applications of hand gesture
recognition range @om teleoperated control, to hand
diagnostic and rehabilitation or to speaking aids for the
deaJ We use two EMI-Gloves connected to an IBM
compatible PC via HyperRectangular Composite Neural
Networks flRCNNs) to implement a gesture recognition
system. Using the supervised decision-directed learning
(SDDL) algorithm, the HRCNNs can quickly leam the
complex mapping of measurements of ten $fingers' jlex
angles to corresponding categories. In addition, the
values of the synaptic weights of the trained HRCNNs
were utilized to extract a set of crisp IF-THEN
classipcation rules. In order to increase tolerance on
variations of measurements corrupted by noise or some
other factors we propose a special scheme to fuzzifi these
crisp rules. The System is evaluated for the classification
of 51 static hand gestures @om 4 "speakers'! The
recognition accuracyfor the testing set were 93.9%

Hand gestures involve relative flexure of the
user's fingers and consist of information that is often too
abstract to be interpreted by a machine. Applications of
hand gesture recognition widely range from teleoperated
control to medicine or to e n t e ~ ~ e [I],
n t [2]. For
instance, transform of human hand motion for
telemanipulation is especially impo
environments [3]. To motivate a patient to take hand
rehabilitation exercise an appealing idea is to customize
the hand rehabilitation procedure and then package the
exercise into a video game format [4]. Another important
application of hand gesture recognition is to improve the
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quality of life of the deaf or non-vocal persons through a
hand-gesture to speech system. Due to congenital
malfunction, disease, head injuries, or virus infections,
deaf or non-vocal individuals are unable to communicate
with hearing people through speech. Deaf or non-vocal
rsons use sign language or hand gestures to express
themselves. However, most hearing people do not have
the special sign language expertise. This is a major
barrier between these two groups in daily communication.
How to overcome this barrier to help the former persons
to integrate into society is a very challenging research
area.
Recently, several approaches have been proposed
to implement hand-gesture to speech systems [ 5 ] , [ 6 ] , [7].
Basically, these speaking aids consist of three main
components : (1) sensing gloves which convert hand
e data, (2) a recognition
gestures into computer re
unit which maps hand-gestures to correspondingsemantic
interpretation, and (3) a speech synthesizer which outputs
speech signals for hearing persons. The three most
popular models of sensing gloves are VPL Data Glove [SI,
Virtex Cyber Glove [9], and Matte1 Power Glove. They all
have sensors that measure some or all of the finger joint
angles. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages.
As for the recognition unit, it is the heart of hand-gesture
to speech systems. The simplest approach to recogwing
hand gestures is to use a minimum &stance classifier
[lo]. Designing a minimum distance classifier is
straightforward. We simply store the sample values of
each hand gesture and let each set of samples be
represented as a prototype vector. when an unknown
hand gesture is to be classified, we assign the unknown
gesture to the class of its closest prototype. Although it
requires little construction time, the price paid for this
s i m ~ is~that
i ~the~resulting
~
recogmion accuracy is not
very high. The reason is that measurement data is usually
corrupted by disturbance (e.g. sensor noise, glove slipping
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/

on the hand etc.). Another approach is to use a Bayes
classifier which is optimum in the sense that, on average,
its use yields the lowest probability of committing
classification errors [101. Unfortunately, the statistical
properties of the hand gestures often are unknown or
involve considerable amounts of data preprocessing to
estimate statistical parameters of each hand gesture. After
the parameters have been estimated, the structure of the
Bayes classifier is fixed, and its eventual performance will
depend on how well the actual pattern population satisfy
the underlying statistical assumptions made in the
derivation of the estimation method being used.

conventional expert system or a fuzzy system. If we want
to increase the number of hand gestures, all we need to do
is to refine part of the corresponding rules. This greatly
decreases reconstruction time. This paper is organized
into five sections. Section I1 discusses the characteristics
of HRCNNs. A description of the supervised
decision-directed learning (SDDL) algorithm is given in
section 111. We use a data base consisting of 5 1 static hand
gestures utilized by deaf persons in Taiwan from
4 "speakers" to evaluate the proposed method. The
experimental results are shown in section IV. Finally,
several concludingremarks are given in section V.

The use of neural networks for the recognition of
gestures has been examined by several researchers. Neural
networks do not make any assumption regarding the
underlying probability density functions or other
probabilistic information about the pattern classes under
consideration. They yield the required decision function
directly via tiraining A twlayer backpropagation
network with suifficient hidden nodes has been proven to
be a universal approximator [i 11, (121. Wibur has trained
a neural network to recognize approximately 203 hand
gestures derived from the American Sign Language
(ASL) [131. Fels and Hinton also trained backpropagation
networks to recognize 66 root words, each with up to six
Merent ending. The total size of the vocabulary is 203
words which wre from a single ltspeaker't.Although
these results illustrated the potential of backpropagation
networks for the recognition of hand gestures, we have
dBiculty in deciding the number of nodes in the hidden
layer of a backpropagation network. There are no known
rules for specifying the number of hidden nodes, so this
number usually is based either on prior experience or
simply chosen ,arbitrarily and then refined by testing.
Besides, the backpropagation algorithm may converge
slowly or be trapped at a local minimum. In addition, if
we want to increase the number of hand gestures in the
original vocabulary, we have to reconstruct the
backpropagation network. This may require substantial
training time.

2. HyperRectangular
Networks

We propose to train a HyperRectangular
Composite Neural Networks (HRCNNs) for the
recognition of hand gestures. There are two apparent
advantages for this approach : (1) The training time is
short because the! SDDL algorithm is not a gradient-based
method. (2) The values of synaptic weights of a trained
HRCNN can be utilized to extract a set of IF-THEN rules.
Based on these extracted rules, we can implement a
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Composite

Neural

A symbolic representation of a two-layer
HRCNN is illustrated in Fig. 1. The mathematical
description of a two-layer HRCNN is given as follow :

and

<

fix)=

{

1

ifxro

(4)

0 ifxco

where Mji and m9 E R are adjustable synaptic weights
of the jth hidden node, g = (XI, * , x , ) ~ is an input
pattern, n is the dimensionality of input variables, is a
small positive real number, and a t ( $ : R"
(0, 1)
is the output function of a two-layer HRCNN with J
hidden nodes. The supervised decision-directed learning
(SDDL) algorithm was developed to generate a two-layer
HRCNN in a sequential manner by adding hidden nodes
as needed [14]. As long as there are no identical data over
Merent classes, we can obtain 100% recognition rate for
training data. From our previous works [14]-[19], we
have shown that the values of the synaptic weights of a
trained HRCNN can be interpreted as a set of crisp
IF-THEN rules. The IF-THEN classification rules
extracted from a trained HRCNN with J hidden nodes
can be represented as :

-

+
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IF

[mll,Mlllx...x[ml,,M1nI)
THEN Out(g) = 1;

and S j is a sensitivity parameter which re
the membership value decrease as the distance between
F ( ~ E[ ~ J ~ , M J ~ ] X . ' . X [ ~ J ~ , M J , I )
g and HRj increases. In order to reflect the
THEN out(g) = 1.
representative of each rule, it is reasonable to set the value
of S j to be in proportional to the Merence between 1 and
where the rule antecedents define a set of n-dimensional
the
fraction of patterns that &dl within the
hyperrectangles. Note that the representativeness of each
hyperrectangle HRj ,which means
rule can be measured by calculating the number of
patterns contained by the corresponding hyperrectangle.
The larger the number is the more representative the rule
sj = C( 1 -pi)
(9)
is.
(5)

There are many factors which will corrupt the
measurements of the ten fingers' joint
noise is usually unavoidable. Second,
slip slightly when the user is using them to form hand
gestures, therefore, some measurements will vary slightly.
Third, as a different user uses the gloves measures are
prone to change, causing the spread of each gesture class
with respect to its p r o t o w to become large. Actually,
even if the same user forms the same hand gesture,
repeatability is not guaranteed. Therefore some
measurements can not be explained by those extracted
crisp classification rules. So, some measured data to be
classified is not contained in any one of the
hyperrectangles defined by Mji and mji. In order to
generalize the extracted crisp classification rules to
explain such patterns we incorporate fuzzy sets introduced
by Zadeh [20] into the recognition system implemented by
HRCNNs. We propose a special scheme to fuzz@
rules. A membership function mj(g) is used to me
the degree to which a pattern g is close to the
HRj
defined
hyperrectangle
by
[mjl, MI11 x . . *x [mjn, Mjnl.
AS
approaches 1, the pattern g is more close to HRj, with
the value 1 representing that the hyperrectangle HRj
contains the pattern g. The membership function mj(g),
as is shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), is defined as follow :

mj(g) = exp[-$(perj(g) -perj)2]

where pj is ratio of the number of patterns contained by
the jth hyperrectangle to the total number of patterns and
C is a real-valued constant. To numerically combine the J
fuzzy rules in order to compute the final
value, two kinds of defuzzifiers are proposed.
(1) Maximum method

m(g) =fl....J
DMX mj(g)

(10)

It is the simplest and straightforwardmethod.
(2) Maximum-likelihoodmethod

This method is motivated by the popular probabilistic
methods of maximum-likelihood and maximum-a
posteriori parameter estimation [21].
At last a pattern g is assigned to class k if

m@)(g)> m(o(g),
where

hi! represents

I = 1,2,. . -,M, I z k

(12)

the total number of classes and

d'(g) represents the grade to which the pattern g
belongs to the class 1.

(6)

where
The
n

perj(g) = I: max(Mj -mji, M,i

-XI,

xi " j i )

supervised

decision-dxected learning

(SDDL) algorithm generates a two-layer

(7)

network in a sequential manner by adding

F1

as needed. As long as there axe no identical data over
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different classes, we can obtain 100% recognition rate for
training data. First of all, training patterns are divided
into two classes : (1) a "positive class" from which we
want to extract the "concept" and (2) a "negative
class" which provides the counterexamples with respect to
the "concept". A "seed" pattern is used as the base of
the "initial concept" (a hyperrectangle with arbitrarily
small size). The seed pattern is arbitrarily chosen from the
positive class. Then we try to generalize (expand) the
initial concept (hyperrectangle) to include next positive
pattern . After this , we have to check whether there is
any negative pattern fasling inside the present
hyperrectangle in order to prevent the occurrence
of "overgeneralization". The following step is to fetch
next positive paittern and to generalize the initial concept
to include the new positive pattern. This process involves
growing the original hyperrectangle to make it larger to
include the new positive pattern. M e r the process of
generalization, (againwe use negative patterns to prevent
overgeneralization. Fig. 3 illustrates the process of
generalization and shows the way to prevent
overgeneralization. This process is repeated for all the
remaining positive patterns. If there is any unrecognized
positive pattern, another hidden node is self-generated
and the process of learning is repeated again and again
until all positive patterns are recognized. The flowchart of
the SDDL algorithm is given in Fig. 4. A more detailed
description of the training procedure is given in [14],
[15]. Given all description of the training algorithm, we
now give pseudo-code description of two important
procedures:

ifxi c Mji(t)
then Mji(t+2) = X i - 6
chosen to ensure Xi - 6 2Mjj(t));
else i f ~ >j mji(t)
then mji(t+ 2) = X i
mjj(t));
chosen to ensure Xj 6 I
end,
end;
end.

+

(6

should be

+ 6 (6 should be

There are similarities between the fuzzy min-max
networks classifier E221 and the hyperrectangular
composite neural network. Both approaches utilize
hyperrectangles as rule representation elements. However,
there are many major differences between these two
classes of neural networks [14]. First, the
hyperrectangular composite neural network was originally
developed to generate crisp IF-THEN rules. After crisp
rules have been generated, a reasonable membership
function is utilized to fuzzye these crisp rules. In
contrast, the fuzzy min-max neural networks focus on
finding fuzzy rules. Second, the fuzzy min-max neural
network classifier finds a set of hyperrectangles under a
special expansion criterion so that the sizes of
hyperrectangles are limited. On the contrary,
hyperrectangular composite neural networks find
hyperrectangles whose sizes are as large as possible.
Third, the contraction procedures are Merent in these
two classes of neural networks.

4. Experimental results

Procedure of generalization
begin (g 11sa positive pattern)
for i from 1 to dimensions-of-input
begin
ifxi 2Mji(t)
thenMji(t+ l ) = X i + E ;
else ifxj I
mji(t)
then mji(t+ 1)= xi -E;
end;
end;
end.
Procedure of prevention-of-overgeneralization
begin (3 is a counterexample)
for i from 1 to dimensions-of-input
begin

In our experiments, the ten fingers' joint angles
were sensed by a pair of prototype EMI Gloves developed
by the "Intelligent Information Processing" laboratory in
Tamkang university. As compared with the Data Glove
and Cyber Glove, the EMI Glove is a much cheaper
alternative. In order to keep costs low, the EM1 Glove
used low-priced electromechanical strain gauges based on
slide resistors. A single sensor measured all the joints in
the finger at once. The flexure information of each finger
is measured directly by a change of resistance. This
change in resistance induces a change of voltage which is
then amplified and digitized by an A/D converter. The
digitized voltage is sampled by a IBM 486 compatiblePC.
We did not further transform the raw measurements into
exact joint angle data since we hoped not to waste
computation resources in order to develop a real-time
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gesture recognition system. Despite its low precision and
limited sensing capability, the fact that the prototype EMI
Glove was low-priced and easily designed has made us be
able to conduct the experiments.
Since there was no sensor placed on the
prototype EM1 Glove to determine the hand orientation,
our experiments focused on static gesture recognition
which relies only on the information about the angles of
the fingers. Presently the data base consists of 5 1 gestures
formed by 4 users. Each gesture was repeated ten times by
each user. All these gestures are currently used by the
deaf in Taiwan. Note that the gestures used by the deaf
will be different if they are fiom different countries. Even
if they are in the same country, variations of gestures still
may exist. The total number of data in our data base is
2040. We split the data base into two sets : (1) a training
set consisting of 1530 data and (2) a testing set consisting
of 510 data. Some examples of the gestures used in our
data base are given in Table I. After training the average
accuracies for the training set is 100% and for testing set
is 93.9%.The experimental results are very encouraging.

A real-time static hand gesture recognition
system is presented in this paper. By training
HyperRecta-ngular
Composite
Neural
Networks
incorporated with a special fuzzlfylng scheme, the
complex mapping of hand gestures to corresponding
semantic interpretation is leaned from a data base
consisting of 51 gestures formed by 4 persons. The
recognition accuracy for the testing set is 93.9%. We are
currently investigating the method of recognizing
dynamic gestures which relies on taking hand movement
into account.
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Table I. Examples of hand gestures
used in Taiwan.

xn

No. Chinese English

Output node

five

1

3

2

3

hundred

3

fip#

bathroom

Hand Gesture

P?

k

Figure 1. Symbolic representation of a
two-layer HRCNN.

(a>

(b>

Figure 2. Membership function, mi0,
with (a) si=l.O,@) si=lO.O.
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